
Term 2 October 2020      

Dear Parent/ Guardian,                                                                 

                                      Welcome back to Term 2! I hope everyone had a 

nice time over the October holiday! Another busy term is now underway 

and the children have all settled back into school really well. This term 

we have PSA support from Miss Keith, PE with Mrs Webster every 

Wednesday and Miss Jones will be taking the class every Tuesday morning 

after registration. 

 

   Topic 

We will be doing a few mini topics this term. We will be learning about 

recycling, exploring seasonal changes during Autumn and Winter, 

investigating toys and comparing toys from the past and present. We will also 

be learning about Christmas and exploring Christmas traditions.  

 

Maths 

In Maths we will be: 

 consolidating column addition and subtraction (chimney sums) and 

learning how to carry and exchange.  

  learning how to neatly write chimney sums in a Maths jotter.  

  learning to interpret and display data. 

 revising telling the time on an analogue and digital clock. 

The Big Maths Learn Its for this term are the same as Term 1: 

3 + 8 = 11      3 + 9 = 12      4 + 7 = 11          4 + 8 = 12      4 + 9 = 13           10 x 

Tables (0 x10 up to 12 x 10).  Please practise these with your child at home.  

The children need to learn these number facts and be able to recall them 

instantly. 

Language 

In Language the children will be focusing on imaginative writing, doing further 

phonics work learning different sounds, learning how to use speech marks and 

exploring alphabetical order. In reading we will continue to develop fluency and 

reading with expression. 

 



Homework/Reading 

Homework will be on Google Classroom every Monday and is to be completed by 

Thursday. Reading books will be given out on a Monday and should be handed in 

on Friday.  

Library is on a Friday.  

This term PE days are Wednesday and Thursday so your child should dress in 

PE clothes on these days. 

 

As it’s getting colder now please ensure your child has a jacket every day and 

a spare change of socks and shoes in their bag too. 

 

Remember please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any concerns. 

Thank you! 

Mrs Middleton 

 
 

 

   


